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T
oday’s increasingly populous cities require intelli-
gent transportation systems that make efficient use 
of existing transportation infrastructure. However, 
inefficient traffic management is pervasive [1], [2], 
costing US$160 billion in the United States in 2015, 

including 6.9 billion h of additional travel time and 3.1 billion 
gal of wasted fuel [3]. To mitigate these costs, the next gen-
eration of transportation systems will include connected ve-
hicles, connected infrastructure, and increased automation. 
In addition, these advances must coexist with legacy technol-

ogy into the foreseeable future. This complexity makes the 
goal of improved mobility and safety even more daunting.

To address this complexity, scalable and automated veri-
fication and synthesis techniques for transportation sys-
tems are required. Methods from formal verification and 
the synthesis of control systems are highly promising for 
providing automated tools that guarantee safety and im-
prove mobility. Formal methods were originally developed 
for specifying and verifying the correct behavior of soft-
ware and hardware systems, as well as for synthesis of such 
systems. An important research task now is to ensure these 
approaches are scalable, adaptable, and reliable for trans-
portation systems.
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The first aim of this article is to review a broad technique 
from formal methods for synthesizing correct-by-design 
controllers for dynamical systems by first obtaining a finite-
state abstraction and then applying a game-based algorithm 
for synthesizing a control strategy to satisfy a linear tempo-
ral logic (LTL) specification. The primary goal is to give an 
accessible introduction to formal methods for control sys-
tems. The second objective is to review vehicular traffic-
flow models and to characterize a general model amenable 
to formal control synthesis. The dynamics of traffic-flow 
networks are shown to exhibit considerable structure that 
enables efficient finite-state abstraction. In doing so, the 
importance of identifying and exploiting inherent struc-
tural properties is emphasized. The contents of this tutorial 
article are based on results presented in [4]–[6].

Formal Methods For Control Synthesis
Control techniques often focus on limited objectives of sys-
tem behavior, such as stabilizing a system around an equi-
librium point or ensuring that the system does not enter an 
unsafe operating condition. In contrast, formal methods 
have been developed in the field of computer science to 
verify that software and hardware systems satisfy rich ob-
jectives expressed in temporal logic. Examples of properties 
easily expressed in temporal logic include fairness (when-
ever some condition occurs, another condition is guaran-
teed to eventually occur), repeated reachability (a certain 
condition occurs infinitely often), and sequentiality (a con-
dition only occurs after another condition). For example, a 

safety requirement may be relaxed to a requirement that if 
the system enters an unsafe condition, it eventually exits the 
unsafe condition.

Researchers from the control theory and computer sci-
ence communities are increasingly interested in combining 
control-theoretic tools for complex physical systems with 
formal methods for accommodating complex specifications. 
A major difference is that, typically, formal methods for soft-
ware and hardware verification rely on finite-state models, 
whereas control-theoretic approaches to system analysis 
usually consider continuous state spaces. A full review of 
the rapidly growing literature in this area is beyond the 
scope of this article, but some work that is particularly rel-
evant is highlighted. Certain classes of systems allow finite 
bisimulations such that the dynamics are exactly represented 
by a finite-state transition model [7], [ 8] or are amenable to 
a related notation of approximate bisimilarity [9]–[13]. 
When a finite bisimulation is not possible, methods exist to 
approximate the behavior of the underlying system with 
finite abstractions; [14]–[20] are particularly relevant to the 
ideas presented in this article. Applications and special cas-
es include robotic path planning [21]–[24], switched contin-
uous-time systems [25], piecewise-linear systems [26], [27], 
model predictive control formulations [28], [29], and con-
trol of Markov decision processes [30]–[33].

In this article, the focus is on a particular approach for 
applying formal methods to control systems and defining 
finite-state abstractions for discrete-time dynamical sys-
tems that overapproximate the behavior of the underlying 
dynamics. The overapproximation is such that, by consider-
ing the possible evolution of the finite abstraction for given 
inputs, properties of the behavior of the original dynamical 
system are guaranteed, subject to these inputs. Using the 
finite-state abstraction, an automatic controller-synthesis 
procedure is proposed to guarantee that the abstraction and 
the underlying system satisfy an objective given in tempo-
ral logic. The synthesis algorithm, illustrated in Figure 1, 
relies on automata theory and fixed-point algorithms to 
compute a finite-memory control strategy.

Traffic-Flow Networks
The formal control-synthesis approach presented in this arti-
cle is specialized to traffic-flow networks. First, a model con-
sisting of links interconnected at junctions is defined. 
Vehicles flow from link to link through the junctions depend-
ing on physically and phenomenologically motivated flow 
properties. The state of the network at a given time is the 
number of vehicles occupying each link. This model cap-
tures the salient features of both networks of signalized 
intersections and freeway traffic networks.

The theory of monotone dynamical systems is then used 
for the finite abstraction of traffic-flow networks. Trajectories 
of monotone systems maintain a partial order on the state 
of the system, which restricts the possible transient and 
long-term behavior of such systems [34]–[36]. Congestion 

Finite-State Abstraction Formal Synthesis
from Rabin Game

Reach Gi Avoid Bi

Controller

Nonlinear Dynamics x [t + 1] = F(x [t ], u [t ], d [t ])

figure 1 A schematic depiction of the traffic-control synthesis pro-
cedure presented in this article. the traffic-flow dynamics are mod-
eled as a discrete-time dynamical system approximated with a 
finite-state abstraction obtained by partitioning the original (con-
tinuous) domain. transitions in the abstraction are obtained from 
reachability computations and overapproximate the behavior of the 
system. A finite-memory controller is obtained by solving a Rabin 
game with a Rabin automaton generated by the specified objective 
given in linear temporal logic.
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propagation precludes the dynamics of traffic-flow networks 
from being monotone; however, a generalization called mixed 
monotonicity [5], [37] is shown to be applicable. Mixed-mono-
tone systems are those that can be decomposed into increas-
ing and decreasing components. Pairs of links in traffic-flow 
networks naturally exhibit mixed-monotone dependencies 
whereby an increase in the state of one link causes an increase 
or a decrease in the flow to another link. Whether the flow 
increases or decreases depends on the topological relation-
ship of the links under consideration.

Mixed monotonicity allows for the efficient computation 
of finite-state abstractions because one-step reachable sets 
may be approximated efficiently by evaluating a decomposi-
tion function at two extreme points. This approach is particu-
larly attractive since the computational cost is limited to two 
function evaluations and does not increase with the dimen-
sion of the state space.

The article concludes by applying the techniques and 
results of the prior sections to a case study for which a con-
trol strategy is efficiently computed using the mixed-mono-
tone property of the traffic-flow dynamics. An alternative 
abstraction procedure that assumes piecewise-affine dynam-
ics is discussed.

A DYNAMIC MODEL fOR TRAffIC-fLOw NETwORkS
The traffic-flow model in this article takes a macroscopic view 
by considering aggregate conditions of the network, such as 
the occupancy of vehicles on each road segment and traffic-
flow rate, rather than considering movement of individual 
vehicles. This model was proposed in [4] and [38] and 
encompasses the cell-transmission model of freeway traffic 
flow [39], [40] and queue-forwarding models as in [41], 
which further account for the finite capacity of queues.

General Model
A traffic network consists of a set of links L  interconnected at 
a set of nodes ,V  as in Figure 2. In freeway networks, the 
nodes represent junctions where, for example, on ramps 
enter, off ramps exit, two freeways merge, a freeway diverges 
to two freeways, or a node serves to divide a longer link into 
two smaller links. In signalized networks, the nodes are sig-
nalized intersections. Let :L V"v  map each link to the 
node immediately downstream (the head) of link ,,  and let 

:L V" ,x e map each link to the node immediately upstream 
(the tail) of link ;,  the symbol e  denotes that no upstream 
node is modeled in the network, thus links for which ( ),x e=  
direct exogenous flow onto the network.

Although this article presents a discrete-time model, the 
results easily extend to continuous time; see [6] and [42]. 
The state of link L, !  at discrete time t is denoted by

[ ] , ,x t x0 for all Lcap
,! !, ,6 @

and represents the number of vehicles occupying link ,,  
where x R 0

cap
!, $  is the maximum number of vehicles 

accommodated by link .,  For freeway networks, xcap
,  is called 

the jam density. Note by adopting a fluid-like model of traffic 
flow, [ ]x t,  is not restricted to integer values. The domain is

, .x0X cap

L

_ ,
,!

6 @%

The main premise of the cell-transmission model and 
queue-forwarding models is that traffic flow from one link 
to another downstream link through a junction is restricted 
by the demand of vehicles to flow along the link as well as 
the supply of road capacity downstream. To this end, each 
link L, !  possesses an increasing demand function ( )D, $  
and a decreasing supply function ( ).S, $  The following are 
assumed for each :L, !

 » The demand function : ,D x0 R 0
cap
", , $6 @  is strictly 

increasing and Lipschitz continuous with ( ) .D 0 0=,

 » The supply function : ,S x0 R 0
cap
", , $6 @  is strictly decreas-

ing and Lipschitz continuous with .S x 0cap
=, ,

^ h

Prototypical demand and supply functions are shown in 
Figure 3. The demand function models the number of vehi-
cles on a link that would flow through a junction in one time 
step if unimpeded by downstream congestion, while the 

(a)

(b)

figure 2 traffic networks are modeled as interconnected links. 
(a) A standard freeway network consisting of one freeway with a 
diverge to a second freeway along with a schematic depiction of 
the resulting model where each link models a freeway segment. 
(b) A typical signalized network and its model. the grayed links are 
not explicitly modeled since they exit the network. At each time 
step, the signaling input actuates a subset of the incoming traffic. 
each link is an incoming road; long links may be subdivided into 
multiple links, and roads with multiple lanes that are actuated inde-
pendently may be subdivided into parallel links.
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supply function models the available capacity on a link to 
accept incoming flow. Thus, outgoing flow of a link does not 
exceed demand, and incoming flow does not exceed supply.

Junctions may be signalized so that the movement of 
vehicles through a junction v from an incoming link ,  is 
allowed only if the link is actuated by the signal. Let 2U L1  
be a collection of sets of links that may be simultaneously 
actuated where 2L  denotes the set of all subsets of .L  An 
element u U!  is an actuation. Since signalized intersections 
are typically operated independently, the set U  is often the 
Cartesian product of collections of subsets of incoming links 
for each intersection.

An important element of modeling transportation net-
works is to characterize the routing properties for junctions 
with multiple incoming and/or outgoing links that capture 
phenomenological properties of traffic flow. In particular, 
the routing policy must appropriately distribute the demand 
of incoming links to a junction among the outgoing links 
and, symmetrically, distribute the supply of outgoing links 
among incoming links. For the former requirement, the 
turn ratio 0k $b,  is introduced for each , k L, !  to denote 
the fraction of link , ’s outgoing flow that routes to link k  
for links ,  and k  connected at a junction. Conservation of 
mass implies

 ,  ,1 for all Lk
k L

,# !b,
!

/  (1)

where 0k !b,  only if ( ) ( ),k,v x=  and strict inequality in (1) 
implies that a nonzero fraction of the outgoing flow from 
link ,  exits the network along, for example, unmodeled 
roads or driveways.

Symmetrically, the supply ratio ka,  is introduced for each 
, k L, !  to denote the fraction of link k ’s supply available to 

link , . For all ,u U!

, ,k1 for all L
{ | ( ) ( )}

k
u k

!a =,
, ,! v x=

/

that is, the total supply of link k  is divided among upstream, 
actuated links for each possible actuation .u U!  For freeway 
networks, rather than assuming discrete actuation values so 

that a link is either actuated or not, it may be more appropri-
ate to consider a controlled metering rate for links that repre-
sent on ramps to the network. In this case, the controlled 
metering rate serves to threshold a link’s demand at some 
upper limit; see [43] for a formalization of such an extension.

The outflow of vehicles from a link is defined as a func-
tion of the state x X!  and a chosen actuation .u U!  The 
outflow of link ,  is

 tu ( , )
( ), ( )  ,

,

min min
f x u

D x S x u

0

if

else
k

k
k ko .k 0s.t k

, !
b
a

=,
, ,

,

,

!b,* ' 1
 (2)

that is, the flow exiting link ,  is as close to the demand of 
link ,  as allowed by downstream supply. Conservation of 
mass completes the model so that

 t

t

u

u

[ ] ( [ ], [ ], [ ])
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(3)

where [ ]d t,  is an exogenous flow entering link .,  It is as-
sumed that the exogenous flow is truncated, and therefore 
[ ]d t,  is such that [ ]x t x1 cap

#+, ,  always. In general, it is fur-
ther assumed that [ ]d t D!  for disturbance set ( )RD 0

L3 $  
for all time. Note that (2) minimizes over all downstream 
links so that lack of downstream supply on one link reduces 
flow to other links. This phenomenon of downstream traffic 
blocking flow to other downstream links at a diverging junc-
tion is referred to as the first-in, first-out (FIFO) property, [40], 
[44], and it is a feature of traffic flow that has been observed 
even on wide freeways with many lanes [45], [46].

example 1
Consider the network shown in Figure 4(a) with { , , }1 2 3L =  
and . , .0 5 112 13 12 13b b a a= = = =  Assume the intersection is 
not signalized so that the input set is { },uU all=  { , , },u 1 2 3all _  
indicating flow along all links is allowed. Then

( , ) ( ), . ( ), . ( ) ,

( , ) ( ), { , }.

minf x u D x S x S x

f x u D x
0 5
1

0 5
1

2 3

1 1 1 2 2 3 3
out all

out all , !

=

=, , ,

$ .

Special Case: Piecewise-Affine Model
Of particular importance is the case when the demand and 
supply functions are assumed to be piecewise linear. 
In particular,

 ( ) { , },minD x v x qmax=, , , , ,  (4)

 ( ) ( ),S x w x xcap
= -, , , , ,  (5)

for constants , ,v w0 02 2, ,  and .q 0max 2,  For freeway net-
works, v,  and w,  are the free-flow speed and congested wave 
speed [47]. For signalized networks, x,  is interpreted as the 
queue length and v w 1= =, , . Then qmax

,  is the saturation 
flow rate [48], ( )D x, ,  is the minimum of the queue length x,  

x/

x jam
/

D/ (x/)
S/ (x/)

figure 3 A plot of prototypical supply and demand functions S,  
and .D,
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and the saturation flow rate, and ( )S x, ,  is the unoccupied 
queue capacity of link .,

When the demand and supply functions have the form 
(4) and (5), respectively, the dynamics are piecewise affine, 
that is, there exists a set of polytopes { }P Xq q Q= !  for some 
index set Q  such that X Xq qQ, =!  and ,X Xq q+ Q=l  for all 

, ,q q Q!l  and such that, for each q Q!

 ( , , ) ,  F x u d A x b d xfor all X, ,q u q u q!= + +  (6)

for some ,A R,q u
L L! #  .b R,q u

L!  In other words, the traffic 
dynamics are affine within each polyhedral partition. The 
polytopes arise from the {·}min  functions in (2) and (4). 
Below, a finite-state abstraction is constructed using the 
tools in [26] and [49] that exploit the piecewise-affine nature 
of the dynamics.

OvERAppROxIMATING fINITE AbSTRACTIONS
Next, a methodology for computing a finite-state abstraction 
that overapproximates, in a particular sense, the dynamics 
of a discrete-time dynamical system is described. The moti-
vation for such an abstraction is two fold. First, for many 
physical systems, satisfactory performance is often defined 
in terms of a finite set of properties, such as “no road seg-
ment becomes congested” for traffic networks, “temperature 
remains below a given threshold” for a chemical process, or 
“the power network can withstand one generator failure” 
for power networks. That is, performance is not based on a 
precise, continuous measurement of the state. Second, a fi-
nite-state abstraction is amenable to formal synthesis meth-
ods as described in the next section.

Consider a discrete-time dynamical system of the form

 [ ] ( [ ], [ ], [ ]),x t F x t u t d t1+ =  (7)

for [ ]u t U!  with U  a finite set, [ ] ,x t RX n! 3  for all ,t and 
[ ] .d t RD m! 3  Note that the traffic-network model pro-

posed above satisfies these stipulations; however, the ideas 
presented here apply generally. This system is called the real 
system, in contrast to the finite-state abstraction developed 
subsequently.

Consider a partition of X  with index set ,Q  that is, 
the collection of nonempty sets { }P Xq q Q= !  satisfies 
X Xq qQ,= !  and ,X Xq q+ Q=l  for all , .q q Q!l  Let

: ,
( ) ,   ,x q xwhen
X Q

XqP

P "

!

r

r =

be the projection map from X  to .Q  For a trajectory [·]x  of 
the dynamical system (7), let ( [·])xPr  denote the sequence 
[ ] [ ] [ ]q q q0 1 2 QZ 0g ! $ , where Z 0$  denotes the nonnegative 

integers. Note that, for some set ,W  WZ 0$  denotes the set 
of infinite sequences of elements from .W  In this article, 
this notation is exclusively used to represent a time se-
quence. Therefore, w WZ 0! $  is indexed with brackets and 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ,w w w w0 1 2 f=  where [ ] ,w t W!  for all .t  To empha-
size the time dependence, the notation [·]w w=  is also used.

definition 1 (finite-state Abstraction)
Given a partition { }P Xq q Q= !  of X  for (7), ( , , )T Q U d=  
with : 2Q U Q"#d  is a finite-state abstraction of (7) if

 
   ,

  ( , , ) ( , ),
x d

x F x u d q q u

for all and
and implies

X D

X Xq q

! !

! ! ! dll
 

(8)

for any , , .q q uQ U! !l  d  is called the transition map. An 
execution of the finite-state abstraction is a pair of sequences 
[·], [·]q u  with each [ ]q t Q!  and each [ ]u t U!  for t 0$  for 

which [ ] ( [ ], [ ]),q t q t u t1 ! d+  for all .t 0$
Figure 5 illustrates how a finite-state abstraction is ob-

tained for a dynamical system. A finite-state abstraction of 
(7) captures the underlying dynamics at a level of granular-
ity dependent on the partition .P  A finite-state abstraction is 
thus a transition system with a finite set of states Q  and fi-
nite input set U  inherited from the real system. Each input 
u U!  enables a set of transitions as determined by ( , ).q ud  
From this set of transitions, the transition that is executed by 
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figure 4 Approximating the one-step reachable set of traffic 
states using mixed monotonicity. (a) A simple network with three 
links. (b) the one-step reachable set from the initial box Iq  is 
bounded by evaluating the network dynamics of each link at two 
particular extreme points that depend on the topology of the net-
work. the actual reachable set is shaded in light blue; the approx-
imation R is outlined with a dashed line, and the results are plotted 
in the link two-link three plane.
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the system is not controlled, and thus the abstraction is non-
deterministic. The notion of state will be used to refer both to 
an element q Q!  in the finite-state abstraction and an ele-
ment x X!  of the real system when it is clear that no confu-
sion will arise.

Note the direction of implication in (8) allows the situ-
ation where ( , )q q u! dl  yet ( , , )F x u d Xq! lY  for any ,x Xq!  

.d D!  When this holds, there exists a spurious one-step tran-
sition from q  to ql under input .u  Thus the transition func-
tion d  overapproximates the underlying dynamics and there 
may exist executions of the transition system that do not 
correspond with any trajectory of the original dynamical 
system. See “Spurious Transitions in Finite Abstractions” 
for details about how such spurious trajectories arise and 
techniques for mitigating their effects.

Even in the presence of spurious transitions, overapprox-
imating finite-state abstractions are sufficient for control 

q1

q4

q5

q2 q3

q6

(a) (b)

figure 5  A schematic depiction of a finite-state abstraction. the 
lighter blue shaded region represents the domain .X  (a) the tran-
sition map captures all possible transitions from one partition of 
the state space under each possible input. here, only one input is 
assumed for illustration. the dark blue shaded region denotes one 
partition and its image under the state-update map  ,F  that is, the 
corresponding one-step reachable set. (b) A finite-state abstrac-
tion represents the dynamics with a finite set of states and transi-
tions between these states.

Spurious Transitions in Finite Abstractions

I f the transition map d  is the smallest satisfying (8), where 

“smallest” is with respect to set inclusion, then no spurious 

one-step transitions exists and (8) holds with the biconditional “if 

and only if.” In this case, T  is called a quotient-based abstrac-

tion of the real system with respect to the partition .P  there are 

several advantages to stipulating this additional requirement on 

.d  first, this requirement implies that, given a partition, the cor-

responding finite-state abstraction is unique. second, by avoid-

ing spurious transitions, we reduce the conservatism inherent in 

formal synthesis from finite-state abstractions.

however, there are good reasons to accept spurious one-

step transitions in the finite-state abstraction. In particular, 

computing the smallest transition map requires exact one-step 

reachability computations under the dynamics (7), which is often 

computationally difficult or impossible. yet, for many classes of 

systems, there exist efficient algorithms for computing overap-

proximations of reachable sets that are not overly conservative.

even in the absence of spurious one-step transitions in the 

map ,d  there may still exist spurious executions of the finite-

state abstraction that, after two or more steps, do not corre-

spond to any trajectory of the real system.

ExAMpLE S1 

Consider a system for which RX 23  is a rectangle as in fig-

ure s1, { }P Xq q Q= !  for { , , , }q q q qQ 1 2 3 4=  par tit ions the 

domain into four polytopes as shown, and U  and D  are sin-

gleton sets. equivalently, omit U  and D  so that (7) becomes 

[ ] ( [ ])x t F x t1+ =  and T  is a finite abstraction with transition 

map : .2Q Q"d  Let ( ) { ( ) | }F F x xY Y!=  for .Y X3  suppose 

( )F Xq1  is as in figure s1 so that { , } ( ) .q q q2 3 13 d  Likewise, 

suppose ( )F Xq3  is as in the figure so that { , } ( ),q q q1 4 33 d  and, 

furthermore, ( ( ) )F F X X Xq q q1 3 1+ 3  as indicated by the shaded 

region of ( )F Xq3 . then, since ( )q q3 1! d  and ( ),q q4 3! d  the 

sequence q q q1 3 4  consists of valid transitions of the finite-state 

abstraction .T  however, there is no trajectory [·]x  of the real 

system such that [ ] ,, [ ]x n x n 1X Xq q1 3! !+  and [ ]x n 2 Xq4!+  

for some ,n 0$  that is, q q q1 3 4  is a spurious sequence.

there are at least three approaches to limiting the exis-

tence of spurious executions. the first is to refine the partition 

.P  A refinement of a partition .{ }P Xq q Q= !  is a new partition 

x2

x1

Xq2

Xq1

Xq3

Xq4

F (Xq1)

F (Xq3)
F (F (Xq1) ∩ Xq3)

figure S1 spurious executions of finite-state abstractions. 
since ( )F Xq1  intersects Xq2  and , { , } ( ),q q qXq 2 3 13 3 d  and, like-
wise, { , } ( )q q q1 4 33 d  so that the sequence q q q1 3 4  con-
sists of valid transitions of the finite-state abstraction. 
yet no trajectory [·]x  of the real system is such that there 
exists n  with [ ] ,x n Xq1! ,[ ]x n 1 Xq3!+  and [ ]x n 2 Xq4!+  s ince 
( ( ) )F F X Xq q1 3+ + ,Xq4 Q=  that is, the sequence q q q1 3 4  is a 

spurious sequence.
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synthesis for LTL specifications, as discussed below. That is, a 
controller obtained algorithmically from the finite-state 
abstraction is applicable to the original real system with the 
same guarantees of performance. The drawback of exces-
sive spurious transitions is that the synthesis algorithm may 
fail to find a feasible solution. In this article, spurious transi-
tions are judiciously allowed for to obtain computational 
savings in the abstraction step without undermining the 
synthesis algorithm.

SpECIfYING SYSTEM bEhAvIOR
This article focuses on specifications for system behavior 
given in LTL, an extension of propositional logic that allows 
for temporal modalities. The expressive power of LTL cap-
tures many objectives relevant for the control of transportation 
networks, such as “link 1 eventually enters an uncongested state 
and remains in this condition, for all future time.” LTL 

formulas comprise a finite set of observations, denoted by ,O  
the standard Boolean connectives, and temporal modalities 
such as 4 (“always”) and Z  (“eventually”), and an LTL 
formula is usually denoted by .{  See “Linear Temporal 
Logic Specifications of System Behavior” for an overview of 
the syntax and semantics of LTL and its use for specifying 
behaviors of finite systems. Specification and objective are 
used interchangeably to refer to the desired behavior of a 
finite system.

The synthesis approach for LTL specifications presented 
here relies on a finite-state abstraction of the underlying 
continuous system that overapproximates the system’s 
dynamics as described in the previous section. The synthesis 
algorithm is then posed as a two-player game between a con-
troller and the environment, where the controller seeks control 
actions to ensure satisfaction of the behavior specification 
and the environment seeks to prevent satisfaction of the 

}P Xq q Q= !l l  such that, for all ,q Q!l l  there exists q Q!  with 

.X Xq q3l  for instance, by partitioning Xq3  in the above exam-

ple, it is possible to obtain an abstraction that does not exhibit 

the particular spurious sequence in this example. standard it-

erative partition-refinement algorithms exist for quotient-based 

abstractions [13].

the second approach, which traces its roots to behavioral 

systems theory [s1], is to compute an , -complete abstraction 

given the fixed partition P  that incorporates finite memory to 

track past behavior of the system. here, ,  refers to the length 

of the memory, and increasing ,  reduces the conservatism of 

the abstraction (that is, removes spurious executions) [14], [19]. 

for example, in an , -complete abstraction with ,2, =  the cur-

rently and previously occupied partitions constitute an expand-

ed state of a finite-state abstraction, and this expanded state is 

considered when constructing the transition map. In the above 

example, such an abstraction would not allow the spurious se-

quence q q q1 3 4  because, for [ ]x 0 Xq1!  and [ ] ,x 1 Xq3!  it has 

been concluded that [ ]x 2 Xq4!Y  and thus there is not a transi-

tion from the expanded abstract state ( , )q q1 3  to the expanded 

abstract state ( , ) .q q3 4

While , -complete abstractions and quotient-based abstrac-

tions obtained from partition refinement are conceptually similar, 

they are, in general, not the same. depending on the real sys-

tem, one or the other may produce a tighter abstraction. how-

ever, in some cases, the abstractions are equivalent; see [20] for 

a detailed comparison of the two approaches.

the third approach constructs progress groups for each fi-

nite state under each input that specifies a set of states in which 

the system cannot remain indefinitely, resulting in an augment-

ed finite-transition system [s2], [s3]. It is possible to compute 

progress groups by certifying that a set of states is transient 

under the system dynamics using, for example, barrier func-

tions and sum-of-squares programming [s2]. these progress 

groups translate to justice requirements on executions of the 

abstraction [s4].

the finite-state abstraction T  is deterministic if | ( , ) | ,q u 1d =  

for all q Q!  and ,u U!  and nondeterministic otherwise. non-

determinism arises from three sources:

1) the disturbance d  implies that [ ]x t 1+  is not uniquely de-

termined by [ ]x t  and [ ]u t  alone.

2) As discussed above, d  may include spurious one-step 

transitions.

3) even when reachable sets are computed exactly, the 

one-step reachable set from a partition may intersect 

multiple partitions, as in the example above.

despite the nondeterminism and existence of spurious tran-

sitions, a controller obtained from an overapproximating finite-

state abstraction guarantees at least the same level of perfor-

mance for the real system [13], [50]. In particular, condition (8) 

implies that the real system is an alternating simulation [13] of 

the finite-state abstraction T  and that there exists a feedback 

refinement [50] from the real system to the abstraction.
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specification. First, a notion of LTL satisfaction for discrete-
time dynamical systems is defined.

The dynamical system (7) with partition { }P Xq q Q= !  is 
labeled if there exists a set of observations O  and a labeling 
function :H 2X O"  that satisfies , ( ) ( ),x y H x H yXq &! =  
that is, elements in the same partition are labeled with the 
same observations. The corresponding finite-state abstrac-
tion T  is then said to be labeled and the same notation is used 
to denote the well-defined labeling function :L 2Q O"  such 
that ( ) ( ),H q H x=  for all .x Xq!

For a trajectory [·]x  of a labeled dynamical system (7), the 
sequence ( [ ]) ( [ ]) ( [ ]) ( )H x H x H x0 1 2 2 ZO 0f ! $  is the trace of 
the trajectory. This sequence is abbreviated ( [·]).H x  Similarly, 
for an execution [·], [·]q u  of a finite-state abstraction, the trace 
of the execution is the sequence ( [ ]) ( [ ]) ( [ ]) ,H q H q H q0 1 2 f  
abbreviated as ( [·]).H q

Consider a labeled finite-state abstraction T  of a labeled 
dynamical system (7) with partition .P  Equation (8) guar-

antees that, for a trajectory [·]x  of the dynamical system (7) 
generated by the input sequence [·],u  the pair ( [·]), [·]x uPr  
is an execution of .T

LTL satisfaction for trajectories of dynamical systems 
and executions of finite-state abstractions is defined in the 
natural way: [·]x  satisfies {  if its trace ( [·])H x  satisfies ,{  
and likewise for [·]q  and ( [·]).H q

fORMAL CONTROLLER SYNThESIS  
fROM AbSTRACTIONS
Consider the labeled dynamical system [ ] ( [ ],x t F x t1+ =  
[ ], [ ])u t d t  as in (7) with observations O  and a partition P  of 

the domain ,X  along with an LTL objective .{  Informally, 
the objective is to find a feedback control strategy such that 
the resulting closed-loop trajectories satisfy .{  To make this 
formal, the objective is instead defined in terms of a labeled 
finite-state abstraction ( , , )T Q U d  for the dynamical system; 
it will be shown below that synthesizing a controller from 

Linear Temporal Logic Specifications of System Behavior

L inear temporal logic (LtL) is used to describe the tempo-

ral behavior of systems [67], [s6], [s7] and was first sug-

gested for describing the operation of software in [s5]. LtL 

formulas are constructed from a set of observations, Boolean 

operators, and temporal operators, and an LtL formula ex-

presses a property over an infinite trace of observations 

made during the infinite execution of a system. for example, 

an LtL formula may specify that some observation always 

holds (invariance), that some observation eventually holds 

(reachability), that some observation holds infinitely often 

(liveness), or that some particular observation always follows 

another observation (sequentiality). the power of LtL comes 

from its ability to concisely and intuitively express a wide 

range of relevant properties for system behavior. It is often 

straightforward to convert a plain english statement directly 

to an LtL formula as demonstrated below.

the standard notation for the Boolean operators is used, in-

cluding < (true), J (negation), /  (conjunction), and the graphical 

notation for the temporal operators is used, including 5 (“next”), 

u (“until”), Z  (“eventually”), and 4 (“always”). for example, the 

LtL formula o1Z4  expresses the property that observation 

o O1 !  eventually holds at some point in the future and continues 

to hold, for all future time. this interpretation, and the construction 

of valid LtL formulas, is made precise below.

Given a finite set of observations ,O  LtL formulas are 

interpreted over infinite sequences of subsets of ,O  that is, over 

( )2 ZO 0$  where 2O  denotes the set of all subsets of .O  for ex-

ample, in a finite-state abstraction, a fixed set of observations 

holds for each partition of the continuous state space, and an 

execution of the dynamical system generates a sequence of 

sets of observations.

Consider such a sequence [ ] [ ] [ ]0 1 2 gv v v v=  with each 

[ ] .t O3v  Given an LtL formula ,{  the sequence v  either 

satisfies {  or it does not (as is typical, LtL formulas are 

denoted with the symbol { ). the set of all possible LtL for-

mulas and the interpretation of their satisfaction is defined 

recursively as:

•	 for any ,o O!  o is an LtL formula and v  satisfies o if 

[ ],o 0! v  that is, if observation o holds at the first time step.

•	 for any LtL formulas 1{  and ,2{  1 2/{ {  is itself an LtL 

formula and v  satisfies 1 2/{ {  if v  satisfies 1{  and v  

satisfies 2{ .

•	 for any LtL formula ,J{ {  is an LtL formula and v  satis-

fies J{  if it is not the case that v  satisfies { .

•	 for any LtL formula ,&{ {  is an LtL formula and v  satis-

fies &{  if [ ]: [ ] [ ]1 1 2g gv v v=  satisfies { .

•	 for any LtL formulas 1{  and , U2 1 2{ { {  is an LtL for-

mula and v  satisfies U1 2{ {  if there exists j 0$  such 

that [ ]: [ ] [ ]j j j 1g gv v v= +  satisfies 2{  and, for all ,i j1  

[ ]: [ ] [ ]i i i 1g gv v v= +  satisfies 1{

the temporal operators Z  (“eventually”) and 4 (“always”) 

are defined using the “until” temporal operator .U

•	 for any LtL formula ,{  : UZ <{ {=  and thus v  satisfies 

Z{  if {  holds eventually at some time in the future, that is, 

there exists i such that [ ] [ ] [ ]i i i 1g gv v v= +  satisfies { .

•	 for any LtL formula ,{   : JZJ4{ {=  and thus v  satis-

fies 4{  if [ ] : [ ] [ ]i i i 1g gv v v= +  satisfies ,{  for all .i 0$

Compactly, the syntax for LtL as described above is gener-

ated by the grammar

: : | | | | | ,o U1 2 1 2/ &J<{ { { { { { {=

where o O!  is an observation and , 1{ {  and 2{  are LtL formulas.
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the finite-state abstraction is sufficient for obtaining a feed-
back controller for the real system.

Let W+  denote the set of nonempty, finite-length se-
quences of elements from ,W  that is, w W! +  takes the 
form [ ] [ ] [ ]w w w w n0 1 f= , where [ ]w t W!  for , ,t n0 f=  
for some .n 0$

A feedback control strategy c  for a labeled finite-state 
abstraction T  is a map

 : ( )2 UO "c +  (9)

that prescribes a control input for each finite history 
[ ] [ ] [ ].q q q n0 1 f

Control-synthesis objective
The objective is to find a control strategy c  of the form (9) and 
a set of initial conditions Q Q0 3  for the finite-state abstrac-
tion ( , , )T Q U d=  such that {  holds for any execution [·]q  

satisfying [ ]q 0 Q0!  and, for all , [ ] ( [ ], [ ])t q t q t u t0 1$ ! d+  
with [ ] ( [ ] [ ] [ ]).u t q q q t0 1 fc=

The initial condition is not considered to be fixed a priori 
because the employed synthesis algorithm identifies all 
acceptable initial conditions for the finite-state abstraction. 
If it is known that the abstraction will initiate in some subset 
of states, then the set of acceptable states as determined by 
the synthesis algorithm is compared to the specified set of 
initial conditions.

definition 2 (finite-Memory Control strategy)
The control strategy c  is said to be finite memory if there 
exists ,M  a finite set of modes; ,m M0 !  an initial mode; 
: ,M MQ "#D  a mode transition map; and : ,g M Q U"#  

a control selection map, which together define a transition 
system that describes the behavior of [ ] ( [ ] [ ]).u t q q t0 fc=  
Specifically, a finite-memory controller (abbreviated control-
ler) is initialized so that [ ]m m M0 0 !=  is the initial state 

It is possible to obtain a wide range of derived operators by 

combining the above rules. for example, two common temporal 

operators are Z4 (“eventually always”) and Z4  (“always eventu-

ally”). Below are informal interpretations of the satisfaction of 

some frequently used LtL formulas.

•	 &{  is satisfied at the current step if {  is satisfied at the 

next step.

•	 U1 2{ {  is satisfied if 1{  is satisfied “until” 2{  becomes 

satisfied.

•	 4{  is satisfied if {  is satisfied at each step (that is, {  is 

“always” satisfied).

•	 J4 {  is satisfied if J{  is satisfied at each step (that is, {  

is “never” satisfied).

•	 Z{  is satisfied if {  is satisfied at some future step (that is, 

{  is “eventually” satisfied).

•	 Z4{  is satisfied if {  becomes satisfied at some future step 

and remains satisfied for all following steps (that is, {  is 

satisfied “eventually forever”).

•	 Z4 {  is satisfied if {  always becomes satisfied at some 

future step (that is, {  is satisfied “infinitely often”).

ExAMpLE

Consider the sequences of subsets of observations gener-

ated by the transition diagram shown in figure s2 for which 

{ , , }o o oQ 1 2 3=  (in this example, an element of such a sequence 

is a singleton set containing exactly one observation from ) .O  A 

possible output word is { } { } { } { } ({ }) ,o o o o o1 1 2 3 1
Z 0v = $  where ( ) 0Z$ $  

indicates infinite repetition of the expression in the parentheses. 

the sequence v  satisfies LtL formulas ,o o1 1 2 1Z4{ {= =  and 

.o oU3 1 2{ =  A different output word is ({ } { } { } { }) ,o o o o1 1 2 3
Z 0v = $l  

which satisfies formulas ,1 3{ {  and o4 3Z4{ = . however, word 

v  does not satisfy formula 4{  and vl does not satisfy .2{
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o1

o2o3

figure S2 An example of linear temporal logic specifications for 
system behavior. this transition diagram represents possi-
ble observations from { , , }o o oO 1 2 3=  during the execution 
of a system. the system is initialized with observation o1  and 
each edge indicates a possible next observation. one pos-
sible sequence of sets of observations for the system is 

{ } { } { } { } ({ })o o o o o1 1 2 3 1
Z 0v = $ , and another possible sequence is 

({ } { } { } { })o o o o1 1 2 3
Z 0v = $l . the sequence v  satisfies o1Z4  but 

does not satisfy .o3Z4  the opposite holds for sequence .vl
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of the controller. Then, inductively, [ ] ( [ ], [ ])u t g m t q t=  and 
[ ] ( [ ], [ ])m t m t q t1 D+ =  for t 0$  where [ ]q t 1+  is obtained 

via the abstraction ( , , ).T Q U d=

For a finite-memory control strategy, g selects an action based 
on the current state of the finite-state abstraction and mode 
of the controller, and 3 updates the finite mode (that is, mem-
ory) of the controller. Thus, ( [ ] [ ] [ ]) ( [ ],q q q t g m t0 1 fc =  
[ ]),q t  where [ ]m t  is computed as described in the above defini-

tion. As will be seen below, finite-memory controllers suffice for 
control synthesis from LTL specifications.

To synthesize a finite-memory controller for an LTL spec-
ification, consider a finite-state automaton that tracks prog-
ress toward the LTL specification using a finite set of modes. 
The automaton’s transitions are labeled with the observa-
tions O  so that an infinite trace of observations generates an 
infinite execution of the automaton. This article considers a 
particular class of automata, called Rabin automata, that 
accept infinite traces of observations if a certain set of modes 
are visited infinitely often and another set of modes are vis-
ited only finitely often.

Rabin automata serve two key purposes. First, there 
exist automated methods and off-the-shelf software for con-
verting any LTL objective to a Rabin automaton that accepts 
all (and only) those traces that satisfy the LTL objective. 
Second, there exist algorithms for obtaining a control strat-
egy for a finite-state abstraction from the Rabin automaton 
generated by the desired LTL specification. Moreover, the 
obtained control strategy is finite memory, and the structure 
of the finite-memory controller is inherited from the struc-
ture of the Rabin automaton. For details on how a control 
strategy is synthesized from a Rabin automaton by playing a 

Rabin game, see “Controller Synthesis for LTL Specifications 
from Rabin Games.”

A finite-memory controller of the form given in Definition 2 
is applied to the original real system in the natural way. 
Specifically, let [ ] ( [ ], ( [ ]))u t g m t x tPr=  at each time step 
,t  and update the controller mode as [ ] ( [ ],m t m t1 D+ =  
( [ ])).x tPr  Proposition 1 implies that the overapproximating 

finite-state abstraction is sufficient for formal control synthesis.

Proposition 1
Given the finite-memory control strategy cand a set of ini-
tial states ,Q Q0 3  if [·]q  satisfies ,{  for all executions of T  
for which [ ]q 0 Q0!  and [ ] ( [ ] [ ] [ ]),u t q q q t0 1 fc=  then [·]x  
satisfies ,{  for all trajectories [·]x  of the real system for 
which [ ]x 0 Xq qQ0,! !  and [ ] ( [ ] [ ] [ ])u t q q q t0 1 fc=  where 
[ ] ( [ ]),q t x tPr=  for all t.

The proof follows readily from the overapproximating 
nature of T  as specified in (8). In particular, consider any tra-
jectory [·]x  of the real system induced by the input sequence 
[·]u  for which [ ]x 0 Xq qQ0,! !  and [ ] ( [ ] [ ] [ ])u t q q q t0 1 fc= = 
( [ ], [ ]),g m t q t  for all .t 0$  The projected sequence ( [·])xPr = 
[ ] [ ] [ ]q q q0 1 2 f is such that [ ]q 0 Q0!  and [ ] ( [ ],q t q t1 ! d+  
[ ]),u t  that is, [·], [·]q u  is an execution of .T  By assumption, 
[·]q  satisfies { so that also [·]x  also satisfies .{

The importance of Proposition 1 is that a controller for the 
real system is obtainable by first constructing a finite-state 
abstraction and then computing a controller for the abstraction 
based on the automated synthesis approach of a Rabin game.

The resulting controller is symbolic, meaning that it only 
requires knowledge of ( [ ]),x tPr  the currently occupied par-
tition of the system. At each step t, the controller, which 
has internal state [ ],m t  receives the coarse measurement 
[ ] ( [ ])q t x tPr=  and applies the input ( [ ], [ ]).g m t q t  The con-

troller’s internal state is then updated by the finite mapping 
( [ ], [ ]).m t q tD
Furthermore, the online memory and processing require-

ments are modest because the controller essentially consists of 
two lookup tables, each of dimension ,M Q#  correspond-
ing to g and .3  Even for very large Q , the online computation 
time is low. The tradeoff is that the offline computation of g 
and 3  can be costly. Figure 6 illustrates how a finite-mem-
ory controller obtained from a Rabin automaton provides 
feedback control of a dynamical system from its finite-
state abstraction.

For more general abstraction techniques that accommo-
date, for example, continuous input sets, a controller ob-
tained from the abstraction may not be applicable to the 
original real system. Furthermore, if the relationship between 
the abstraction and the real system is not taken advantage 
of fully, a controller may be obtained that is not symbolic 
and, moreover, requires significantly more online computa-
tional resources. These intricacies have been the focus of 
recent research [50], [51].

Finally, Proposition 1 is based on the abstraction ,T  
which overapproximates the behavior of the real system. 

Finite-State Abstraction

Control Selection
g M

Q

Finite-Memory Controller

u [t ] q [t ]

m
 (

t)
Rabin Automaton from

LTL Objective

figure 6 the control of a dynamical system from its finite-state 
abstraction using a finite-memory controller. An objective given in 
linear temporal logic (LtL) is converted to a finite Rabin automa-
ton, the modes of which serve as the memory of the controller. the 
synthesis algorithm produces the control-selection map g, which 
acts as a finite look-up table mapping a pair ( [ ], [ ])q t m t  to a control 
action [ ],u t  where [ ]q t  is the state of the system’s finite-state 
abstraction and [ ]m t  is the mode of the Rabin automaton at time t. 
When this control action is applied to the system, the closed-loop 
execution is guaranteed to satisfy the LtL objective.
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While this overapproximation is sufficient for ensuring 
correctness when a controller for the abstraction exists, 
attempts to synthesize a controller from the abstraction may 
fail due to spurious trajectories that are nonexistent in the 
real system. This conservatism is unavoidable for all but a 
few limited classes of dynamical systems that are amenable 
to finite bisimulation [13].

fINITE AbSTRACTIONS Of TRAffIC-fLOw 
NETwORkS fROM MIxED MONOTONICITY
Thus far, it has been assumed that a finite-state abstraction 
is available so that a control strategy is synthesized for the 
real system from the overapproximating abstraction. This 
section addresses the difficulties of computing the finite-
state abstraction.

Mixed-Monotone Dynamical Systems
Again, consider the dynamical system [ ] ( [ ],x t F x t1+ =  
[ ], [ ])u t d t  as in (7) and a partition { }P Xq q Q= !  that will be 

used to construct a finite-state abstraction ( , , ).Q UT d=  If 
it is possible to calculate an overapproximation of the one-
step reachable set from Xq  under input ,u

 { ( , , ) | , },R F x u d x dX D,q u q4 ! !  (10)

then it is possible to construct a transition map d  satisfying 
(8) from

 ( , )   .q q u Rif and only if X ,q q u+ Q!! dl l  (11)

That is, an overapproximation of the one-step reachable set 
from each partition for each input is used to construct a 
finite-state abstraction.

Certain classes of dynamical systems exhibit a structure 
that allows efficient reachable-set computation. The well-
studied class of monotone systems possess a partial order 
over the state space that is maintained along the trajectories 
of the system [34], [35], [52]. Ignoring disturbances, the system 
[ ] ( [ ])x t F x t1+ =  is monotone if

  ( ) ( ),x x F x F ximplies 1 2 1 2# #  (12)

for all , .x x1 2  Throughout this article, inequalities are inter-
preted element wise so that # characterizes the partial order 
induced by the positive orthant, although the definition of 
monotonicity extends readily to general partial orders. The 
ordering on trajectories implied by (12) allows sets of trajec-
tories to be bounded by considering appropriate extremal 
trajectories. For example, (12) implies that for any x  such 
that , ( ) ( ) ( ).x x x F x F x F x1 2 1 2# # # #  Therefore, an overap-
proximation for the reachable set of the hyperrectangle with 
extreme points x1  and x2  is another hyperrectangle with 
extreme points ( )F x1  and ( ).F x2

In this article, the focus is on computing one-step reach-
able sets for a class of mixed-monotone systems that gener-

alize monotone systems. A dynamical system is mixed 
monotone if the dependence of the update map F on x and 
d can be decomposed into increasing and decreasing depen-
dencies as made precise in the definition below. It is then 
shown that traffic-flow networks are mixed monotone, al-
lowing efficient computation of finite-state abstractions for 
traffic networks.

definition 3 (Mixed-Monotone system)
The system (7) is mixed monotone if there exists a function 
:f X U D X2 2 "# #  such that the following conditions hold, 

for all :u U!
C1) for all    ,x dandX D! !  ( , , ) (( , ), , ( , ))F x u d f x x u d d=

C2)  for all , ,   , , ,x x y d d eandX D! !r r  it holds that  x x# r  
and d d# r  implies (( , ), , ( , )) (( , ), , ( , ))f x y u d e f x y u d e# r r

C3)  for all , ,   , , ,x y y d e eandX D! !r r  it holds that yy # r  
and e e# r  implies (( , ), , ( , )) (( , ), , ( , )).f x y u d e f x y u d e#r r

Mixed monotonicity may be extended to general partial 
orders of X  and D  [5]. Conditions C2–C3 imply that (( , ),f x y  
, ( , ))u d e  is nondecreasing in x and d and nonincreasing in 

y  and .e  A function f  satisfying C1–C3 is called a decompo-
sition function for ( , , ).F x u d

If f  is differentiable, then C2 and C3 are equivalent to 
the following conditions:

C2b)  (( , ), , ( , )) (( , ), , ( , ))/ / u d ef x x y u d e f d x y0 and 2 2 2 2$^ ^h h  
,0$  for all , ,x y d e andX D! !

C3b)  (( , ), , ( , ))  (( , ), , ( , ))/ /f y x y u d e f e x y u d e0 and2 2 2 2#^ ^h h  
,0#  for all , , .x y d e andX D! !

If (( , ), , ( , )) ( , , )f x y u d e F x u d=  constitutes a decomposition 
function satisfying C1–C3, then the standard characteriza-
tions of monotone systems with disturbances is recovered; 
see [36]. Note that a notion of monotonicity with respect to 
the controlled input u is not required since U  is a finite set 
and C1–C3 holds for each input .u U!

Finding a decomposition function to show mixed mono-
tonicity is often not straightforward. Below, it is shown that 
a simple decomposition function exists when the Jacobian 
matrices /F x2 2  and /F d2 2  are sign-constant, that is, the 
sign of each entry of the Jacobian matrices does not change 
as x and d varies.

Proposition 2 [5, Prop. 1]
Consider system (7) and assume F  is continuously differentia-
ble and further assume that X  and D  are hyperrectangles, 
that is, there exists ,x x Rn1 2 !  such that X = { | },x x x x1 2# #  
and similarly for .D  If, for all u U!  and all { , , },i n1 f!

 » for all  { , , },j n1 f!  there exists { , }  1 1,i j !n -  such 
that / ( , , ) ,F x x u d 0,i j i j2 2 $n ^ h  for all ,x d

 » for all  { , , },j m1 f!  there exists { , }  v 1 1,i j ! -  such 
that / ( , , ) ,F x u dv d 0,i j i j2 2 $^ h  for all ,x d

then (1) is mixed monotone.
The construction of the decomposition function from the 

sufficient condition given in Proposition 2 follows naturally 
from the sign-constant structure of the Jacobian matrices. In 
particular, the ith element of the decomposition function fi  
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Controller Synthesis for LTL Specifications from Rabin Games

Rabin automata connect LtL specifications to executions of 

finite state abstractions and provide a mechanism for obtain-

ing finite memory controllers of finite state abstractions.

DEfINITION S1 (DETERMINISTIC RAbIN AuTOMATON)

A deterministic Rabin automaton consists of

•	 a finite set of modes ,M  called Rabin modes

•	 an initial mode m M0 !

•	 a finite set of inputs 2O  that is the set of all subsets of O

•	 a mode transition map :M M2R
O "#D

•	 an acceptance condition {( , ), ( , ), , , )}F G B G B G Bk k1 1 2 2 f=  

where , ,G B Mi i 3  for all { , , },i k1 f!  for some .k 1$

executions of a deterministic Rabin automaton are defined 

analogously to executions of a transition system. the input se-

quence [·] [ ] [ ] [ ]0 1 2 gv v v v=  with [ ] ,t O3v  for all ,t  is accept-

ed by the deterministic Rabin automaton if the unique induced 

execution [·]m  satisfies the following acceptance condition: 

there exists a pair ( , )G B Fi i !  for which

•	 [ ]m t Gi!  for infinitely many t 0$

•	 [ ]m t Bi!  for only finitely many t 0$  (equivalently, there 

exists t*  for which [ ]m t Bi!Y  for all ) .t t*$

each ( , )G B Fi i !  is an acceptance pair.

the notational congruences between definition 2 and defi-

nition s1 are intentional, and the relevance of Rabin automata 

stems from the following result.

pROpOSITION S1 [S8]–[S10]

Given an LtL formula {  over the set of observations ,O  let 

( ) .2O Z 0!v $  there exists a deterministic Rabin automaton such 

that

 v  satisfies {  if and only if  v is accepted by  

the Rabin automaton.

Because all Rabin automata considered here are determinis-

tic, the “deterministic” modifier is dropped.

ExAMpLE S2

Assume ,{ }a bO =  and consider the LtL formula ( ),a b" Z4{ =  

which is satisfied if, whenever a holds, b holds or will hold at some 

future time. Consider the Rabin automaton with { , },M m m0 1=  

{ , }, ({ }, ),M m m F m0 1 0 Q= =  and, for ,W 2O!  RD  is given by

 ( , )    ,m W m a W b Wif and only if andR 0 1 ! !D = Y  (s1)

 ( , )   .m W m b Wif and only ifR 1 0 !D =  (s2)

then a trace [ ] [ ] [ ] ( )0 1 2 2 ZO 0g !v v v v= $  is accepted by the 

Rabin automaton if and only if v  satisfies ;{  see figure s3(a). 

Indeed, F  implies that an execution [ ]m t  is accepted if and 

only if [ ]m t m0=  for infinitely many .t 0$  Reasoning about RD  

as given in (s1)–(s2), this is the case if and only if whenever 

[ ]a t! v  there exists some time t$x  for which [ ],b t! v  that is, 

if and only if v  satisfies .{

Moreover, there exist algorithms [s9] and readily available soft-

ware [57] for constructing a Rabin automaton from an LtL formula.

from the previous discussion, the interaction of a finite-state 

abstraction and a Rabin automaton generated from a desired 

LtL specification {  is as follows. from an initial condition [ ],q 0  

apply an input sequence [·]u  to the finite-state abstraction to 

generate some nonunique execution [·]q  and an associated 

trace ( [·]).L q  the nonuniqueness of [·]q  follows from the 

nondeterminism in the transition map. to check whether [·]q  

satisfies ,{  apply ( [·])L q  as the input to the Rabin automaton, 

which produces a corresponding unique execution [·]m  used 

figure S3 A Rabin automaton generated for a linear temporal logic 
(LtL) specification is used to generate a feedback control strategy for 
a labeled transition system. (a) An example of a Rabin automaton that 
corresponds to the LtL specification ( )a b" Z4{ =  for { , }a bO = . It 
holds that {( , )}F m0 Q= , thus a trace is accepted if and only if m0  is 
visited infinitely often. the edge labeled b from m1  to m0  indicates 
that if [ ]m t m1=  and the observation [ ]t 2O!v  is made at time ,t  
then the Rabin automaton will transition to m0  if and only if [ ],b t! v  
and similarly for the other edges. (b) A labeled transition system for 
which the observation made at state q2 is a and the observation 
made at q3  is b, and two inputs { , }u uU 1 2=  are available at each 
state. Any control selection map : { , , } { , } { , }g q q q m m u u1 2 3 0 1 1 2"#  
satisfying ( , ) ( , )g m q g m q u1 1 1 2 1= =  ensures that the transition sys-
tem satisfies { when the Rabin mode [ ]m t  is updated according to 
the Rabin automaton.

m1m0

¬a ∨ b

a ∧ ¬b

b

¬b

q3

q1

b

q2
a

u1, u2

u1, u2
u2

u2

u2

u1
u1

u1

(a) (b)

is defined to be the ith element of the update map ,Fi  where 
yj  is exchanged for xj  if / ,F x 0i j2 2 #  for all , ,x dX D! !  
and, similarly, e j  is exchanged for dj  if /F d 0i j2 2 # , for all 

, .x dX D! !

Proposition 2 is analogous to the well-known Kamke condi-
tion for monotone systems whereby (12) holds if and only if 

/ ,F x 0i j2 2 $  for all ,i j  [35, Sec. 3.1], although the condition 
given in Proposition 2 is only a sufficient condition for mixed 
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to determine if ( [·])L q  is accepted according to the acceptance 

condition in definition (s1).

the interaction of a finite-state abstraction and a Rabin au-

tomaton is envisioned as occurring in parallel; when the abstrac-

tion steps from [ ]q t  to [ ],q t 1+  the set ( [ ])L q t  of observations is 

passed to the Rabin automaton, which then steps from [ ]m t  to 

[ ].m t 1+  taking this view, it is possible to envision a controller 

as in figure 6 that monitors both the evolution of the abstraction 

and the Rabin automaton and, at each time step, chooses a 

control action with the goal of satisfying the acceptance condi-

tion of the Rabin automaton so that [·]q  satisfies .{

Indeed, the synthesis is based on a Rabin game that is 

played as follows: a controller (also called the protagonist or 

scheduler [s6]), which has access to the current state [ ]q t  of 

the finite-state abstraction as well as [ ]m t  of the Rabin automa-

ton, seeks a control input [ ]u t  at each time step so that, re-

gardless of how an adversary chooses from among the set of 

possible next states dictated by the set ( [ ], [ ]),q t u td  the resulting 

trajectory trace is accepted by the Rabin automaton.

there exist algorithms for solving Rabin games in time poly-

nomial in , ,MQ  and ( , )q u
,u qU Q

d d=
! !

/  and factorial in 

,k  the number of acceptance pairs [s11]–[s13]. for many LtL 

specifications of practical significance, k  is usually small and 

often one. Moreover, solutions of the game are memoryless, 

meaning that the controller’s decision is only a function of the 

current state q  and mode m [s14]. that is, the result of these 

algorithms is a function :g MQ U"#  and a set Q0  such that, 

if the finite-state abstraction is initialized with [ ] ,q 0 Q0!  then by 

choosing [ ] ( [ ], [ ])u t g q t m t=  at each time instant, the controller 

is guaranteed to win the Rabin game no matter the choice of the 

adversary, and thus [·]q  satisfies .{

ExAMpLE S2 (CONTINuED)

Consider the labeled transition system in figure s3(b) where q2  

is labeled with observation ,a q3  is labeled with observation ,b  

and q1  has no observations, and again consider the LtL formula 

( )a b" Z4{ =  with Rabin automaton in figure s3(a). the set of 

available inputs is { , }u uU 1 2=  and the induced transitions are 

indicated in the figure, thus defining the transition map d  with do-

main { , , } { , } .q q q u u1 2 3 1 2#  notice that some of the transitions are 

nondeterministic, that is, an input induces more than one tran-

sition from a particular state. for example, ( , ) { , }.q u q q2 1 1 2d =  

the objective is to find a feedback control policy that selects 

an input at each time step so that infinite executions of the tran-

sition system in figure s3(b) satisfy .{  It can be verified that 

any control mapping : { , , } { , } { , }g q q q m m u u1 2 3 0 1 1 2"#  with 

( , ) ( , )g m q g m q u1 1 1 2 1= =  ensures that {  is satisfied when 

the labeled transition system is initialized in any state, that is, 

{ , , }q q qQ0 1 2 3= .

to complete the picture, it is then straightforward to charac-

terize the control strategy c  having the structure in definition 2. In 

particular, the modes M  and initial mode m0  are inherited from 

the Rabin automaton, ( , ) ( , ( )),m q m L qRD D=  and g is obtained 

via the aforementioned algorithms. thus, while the Rabin game 

solution is a memoryless map from MQ #  to ,U  the controller 

itself has finite memory inherited from the modes of the Rabin 

automaton. In general, memory is required to accommodate the 

rich specifications allowed by LtL.

finally, computational aspects and related approaches to for-

mal synthesis are briefly noted. the implementation of a Rabin-

game solver is provided in the conPAS2 software package [26]. 

In the worst case, the number of Rabin modes is doubly exponen-

tial in the length of the LtL formula, that is, the number of opera-

tors in the formula [s9]. If ( , )G B1 1  is the only acceptance pair and 

,B1 Q=  as is the case in figure s3(a), then the Rabin automaton 

is equivalent to a deterministic Büchi automaton, for which the syn-

thesis algorithm is simpler. there are classes of LtL specifications, 

such as the generalized reactivity (1) class that is representable 

as a collection of deterministic Büchi automata, that enable even 

more efficient synthesis algorithms and software [21], [s15]–[s17].
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monotonicity. Finally, while Proposition 2 assumed F  to be 
continuously differentiable, the results in fact hold if F  is con-
tinuous and piecewise differentiable, and thus nondifferentiable 
on a set of measure zero as is the case for traffic networks.

One-Step Reachable Set of Mixed-Monotone Systems
One of the most important properties of mixed-monotone 
systems is that reachable sets are overapproximated by eval-
uating the decomposition function at only two points. In 
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particular, given a hyperrectangle of initial conditions and a 
hyperrectangular disturbance set, the set of states reachable 
in the next step lies within a hyperrectangle defined by eval-
uating the decomposition function f  at two extreme points, 
as illustrated in Figure 7 and made precise in Theorem 1.

theorem 1
Let (7) be a mixed-monotone system with decomposition 
function (( , ), , ( , ))f x y u d e  and consider ,x x X!r  and ,d d D!r  
with x x# r  and .d d# r  Then, for all ,u U!

(( , ), , ( , )) ( , , ) (( , ), , ( , )),
  {  },   { }.
f x x u d d F x u d f x x u d d

x x x x x d d d d dfor all for all
# #

! # # ! # #

r r r r

r r

Returning to Figure 5(a), mixed monotonicity allows effi-
cient computation of a hyperrectangle that bounds the darkly 
shaded one-step reachable set from the indicated partition.

example 1 (Continued)
Consider again the network in Figure 4(a) with 12 13b b= = 
/ ,1 2  ,112 13a a= =  and let ( ) { , }minD x c x=,, , ,  where ( , ,c c1 2  
) ( , , ),c 20 5 303 =  for all ,,  ( ) ,S x x50= -, , ,  for all ,,  and D =

{ }d d d dD # #= r , where [ ]d 0 5 0 T=  and [ ] .d 0 8 5 T=r  Let 
{ },x x x xIq # #= r  where [ ]x 40 15 30 T=  and [ ] .x 40 30 45 T=r  

Then

(( , ), , ( , )) [ ] ,
(( , ), , ( , )) [ ] .
f x x u d d

f x x u d d

20 20 10
30 43 25

T

T

=

=

r r

r r

Then, by Theorem 1,

{ ( , , ) , } ,F x u d x d RI Dq! ! 3

where

{ (( , ), , ( , )) (( , ), , ( , ))} .R x f x x u d d x f x x u d d_ # #l lr r r r

Figure 4(b) plots , ,RIq  and the actual reachable set pro-
jected in the x2  versus x3  plane.

The partition { }P Xq q Q= !  is said to be a hyperrectangular 
partition if each Xq  is a hyperrectangle, that is, for all q Q!  
there exists ,a bq q

#, ,  for all L, !  such that

[ , ]a bXq
q q

L

= ,
,

,
!

%

as in Figure 5. Let { }a aq q
L= , ,!  and { }b bq q

L= ,, !  and assume 
D  has the form

{  }d d d dD # #= r

for some , ;d d Rm!r  the results extend readily to the case 
where D  is the union of hyperrectangles.

The restriction to finite abstractions induced by hyper-
rectangular partitions for mixed-monotone systems is justi-
fied by the reachability result of Theorem 1. In particular, 
given a hyperrectangular partition of a mixed-monotone 
system, let

 (( , ), , ( , )) (( , ), , ( , )) .R x f a b u d d x f b a u d d,q u
q q q q_ # #l lr r" ,  (13)

Then, by Theorem 1, R ,q u  satisfies (10).

theorem 2 [5, thrm. 2]
Consider the mixed-monotone system (7) with hyperrect-
angular partition { }P Xq q Q= ! . Let : 2Q U Q"#d  be defined 
as in (11) with R ,q u  given by (13). Then ( , , )T Q U d=  is a finite-
state abstraction of (7).

For hyperrectangular partitions, it is computationally 
straightforward to identify whether R X,q u q+ Q=l  by perform-
ing two componentwise comparisons of vectors of length 

,L  namely, comparing (( , ), , ( , ))f a b u d dq q r  to bql (respectively, 
(( , ), , ( , ))f b a u d dq q r  to ).aql  Thus, it is simple to compute ( , )q ud  

for each q and u from (11). See [5] for details regarding the com-
putational requirements of obtaining a finite-state abstraction 
from a hyperrectangular partition using Theorem 2.

Mixed Monotonicity in Traffic Networks
We return to the traffic network dynamics (3). Under a mild 
technical assumption that / ( ) ,F x x 02 2 $, ,^ h  for all x X!  
and all ,L, !  that is, the diagonal elements of the Jacobian 
are nonnegative (see [4], [5] for conditions on , ,k ka b, ,  ( ),D x, ,  
and ( )S x, ,  that guarantee this assumption), Theorem 3 
establishes mixed monotonicity.

theorem 3
Assume the traffic network dynamics are such that 

/ ( ) ,F x x 02 2 $, ,^ h  for all x X!  and all .L, !  Then the traffic 
network dynamics are mixed monotone.

Theorem 3 is proved for the special case when ( )S x,  and 
( )D x,  are piecewise linear in [4, Thrm. 1] and a more general 

case in [5, Prop. 3]. The proofs of [4, Thrm. 1] and [5, Prop. 3] 
demonstrate sign constancy of the entries of the Jacobians 

/F x2 2  and /F d2 2  and then apply Proposition 2.

(a) Monotone System

(b) Mixed-Monotone System

F
x

x

d

d

, u,

F (x, u, d )

F (x, u, d )

⊆

x

x

d

d

, u,F ⊆

f ((x, x), u, (d, d ))

f ((x, x ), u, (d, d ))

figure 7 Mixed monotonicity enables the efficient overapproxima-
tion of reachable sets. (a) for the special case of monotone systems, 
the hyperrectangle defined by evaluating the update map F at the 
extreme points ( , )x d  and ( , )x dr r  contains the set of reachable states 
from the hyperrectangle defined by x  and xr  under a disturbance 
taken from the hyperrectangular set defined by d  and dr . (b) An anal-
ogous result holds in the general mixed-monotone case when the 
decomposition function is evaluated at two extreme points.
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The significant step in the proof is establishing that 
/ ( ) ,F x x 0k2 2 #,^ h  for all x if k, !  and ( ) ( ).k,x x=  This can be 

observed in (3) by noting that the incoming flow to link ,  de-
pends on the outgoing flow of upstream links, which in turn 
may be limited by the supply of another downstream link .k ,!  
The physical interpretation of this case is as follows. When the 
supply of downstream link k  is less than upstream demand 
due to congestion, link k  inhibits flow through the junction. 
Therefore, an increase in the number of vehicles on link k would 
worsen the congestion (decrease supply), and vehicles destined 
for link k  would further block flow to other outgoing links (in 
particular, link ),,  causing a reduction in the incoming flow to 
these links. That is, the derivative of incoming flow to a down-
stream link k, !  with respect to link k  is nonzero and, in par-
ticular, is negative since Sk  is a decreasing function.

Because /F x 0k2 2 #,^ h  for , k,  at a diverging junction, the 
traffic dynamics are not monotone in general since, for monotone 
systems, each entry of the Jacobian matrix is nonnegative. 
Some of the recent literature in dynamical flow models pro-
pose alternative modeling choices for diverging junctions, for 
example, [53], [54], that ensures the resulting dynamics are 
monotone but do not exhibit this FIFO property.

Abstraction from Piecewise Linearity
Consider again the special case for which the supply and de-
mand functions are piecewise linear, resulting in the piecewise-
affine dynamics (6). It has already been shown that a finite-state 
abstraction can be constructed by exploiting the mixed mono-
tonicity of the dynamics. However, as noted above, one-step 
reachable sets that are overapproximations introduce conserva-
tism in the abstraction. This section proposes an alternative ab-
straction technique that relies on the piecewise-affine dynamics.

For piecewise-affine dynamical systems, it is possible 
compute the exact one-step reachable set from a polytope as 
the image of the polytope under an affine transformation, 
which is itself a polytope, as suggested in Figure 5. From 
this observation, a modification to the above finite abstrac-
tion is considered as developed in [26].

Recall the formulation for the piecewise-affine case for 
which a partition { }P Xq q Q= !  is identified such that each 
Xq  is a polytope and the dynamics are affine in .Xq  To con-
struct a finite-state abstraction, begin again with a partition 
of the domain .X  For convenience of notation, consider the 
same partition P  induced by the dynamics; however, it is 
straightforward to consider a refinement { }P Xq q Q= !l l  of P  
satisfying X Xq q3l  for some ,q Q!  for all .q Q!l l  Consider 
the same finite input set U  as before, and now assume D  is 
an arbitrary polytope. The exact one-step reachable set 
R ,q u

exact  for each ,q Q!  and u U!  is then computed using 
polyhedral operations. Defining ( , ) { }q u q RX ,q q u

exact+ Q!_d  
completes the construction of the finite-state abstraction. 
This approach is used to compute finite abstractions of free-
way network models in [43].

There are several advantages to this approach; first, it is 
possible to consider arbitrary polyhedral partitions .P  Simi-

larly, D  is assumed to be a general polytope. In addition, the 
exact reachable set computation ensures that there are no 
spurious one-step transitions in the finite-state abstraction. 
However, there are several drawbacks. Most seriously, com-
puting the one-step reachable set and determining the set of 
intersected partitions requires operations that scale expo-
nentially with the dimension of the state space of the real 
system [55], [56], which is L  for traffic networks. For low-
dimensional systems, this computation is efficient as com-
pared to more general reachable-set computation techniques 
but quickly becomes intractable even for systems of mod-
est size. In contrast, over-approximating the reachable set 
using mixed monotonicity always requires evaluating the 
decomposition function at only two points, regardless of the 
dimension of the state space. Additionally, while exact 
reachable sets eliminate one-step spurious trajectories, more 
general spurious trajectories remain, as discussed in “Spuri-
ous Transitions in Finite Abstractions.” Furthermore, as 
mentioned above, it is trivial to modify the abstraction algo-
rithm for mixed-monotone systems to allow D  to be a 
union of hyperrectangles that suitably approximates more 
general disturbance sets. Finally, this alternative abstraction 
approach requires piecewise-affine dynamics, while the 
mixed-monotone approach applies to a broad class of non-
linear systems.

CASE STuDY
As a case study, consider the network in Figure 8 with five 
links, { , , , , },1 2 3 4 5L =  and three signalized intersections 
that are denoted by “L”, “C”, and “R” for the left, center, 
and right intersections as they appear in Figure 8. The signal 
in the center either actuates link 1 (green mode) or actuates 
links 4 and 5 simultaneously (red mode). The left (respec-
tively, right) signal actuates link 2 (respectively, link 3) in 
green mode, and actuates no links in red mode (for exam-
ple, some unmodeled link(s) are actuated in this mode). It 
follows that 8U =  to capture the eight possible combina-
tions of red/green for the three signals. Time is discretized 
so that one time step is 15 s.

Links 1, 4, and 5 direct exogenous traffic onto the network. 
To this end, assume the disturbance [ ]d t = [ ] [ ]d d d d d tT

1 2 3 4 5  
is such that, for all ,t 0$

 
[ ]

{ [ ] [ ] },
{ [ ] [ ] }d t d d

d d0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15
0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0D T T

T T,

!

# #

_ # #
 

(14)

that is, at each time step, up to 15 vehicles arrive at the queue 
on link 1 or up to 15 vehicles each arrive at the queues on 
links 4 and 5. Assume that traffic divides evenly from link 1 
to links 2 and 3 so that . ,0 512 13b b= =  and further assume 

. .0 652 43b b= =  Furthermore, .152 43 12 15a a a a= = = =  The 
queue capacity is 40 vehicles so that ,x 40cap

=,  for all .,
We take

( ) { , },

( ) ,

minD x x c

S x x xcap

=

= -

, , , ,

, , , ,
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where it is assumed that c 20=,  is the saturation flow, for all 
.,  Thus

[ ] [ ] ( )

( ), . ( ), . ( ) [ ],

[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
. ( ), ( ), ( )

( ) . ( ), ( ) ,

[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ), . ( ) [ ],

min

min
min

min

x t x t u

D x S x S x d t

x t x t u D x u

D x S x S x

u D x S x

x t x t u D x S x d t

1 1 1
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and the update equations for [ ]x t 13 +  and [ ]x t 15 +  are 
analogous to [ ]x t 12 +  and [ ],x t 14 +  respectively.

Akin to Example 1, the flow from links 1, 4, and 5 may be 
blocked by the queues on links 2 and 3. Therefore, the 
dynamics are not monotone but are mixed monotone as in 
Theorem 3.

The objective is to find a traffic signal control strategy so 
that the closed-loop dynamics satisfy the LTL objective

 ,1 2 3 4/ / /{ { { { {=  (15)
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We interpret (16)–(17) as follows: 1{  (respectively, )2{  is 
“infinitely often, the left (respectively, right) signal is red,” 

3{  is “eventually, the queue on links 1, 4, and 5 have fewer 
than 30 vehicles and this remains true, for all future time,” 
and 4{  is “whenever the queue on link 2 or link 3 exceeds 30 
vehicles, at some future time, both queues have fewer than 
ten vehicles.” Note that /  refers to the logical “and” and 0
refers to the logical “or.”

To synthesize a control strategy, a hyperrectangular par-
tition of the state space is first obtained by introducing a 
gridding of .[ , ]x0 RX 5cap

L
1= ,,!

%  Specifically, [ , ]x0 cap
,  is 

divided into the sets of intervals
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Then take

QQ
L

= ,

,!

%

to index the induced hyperrectangular partition so that, for 
( , , , , )q q q q q q Q1 2 3 4 5 !=  with ,q Q!, ,

.q q q q q RXq
1 2 3 4 5 5# # # # 3=

Note that the intervals are compatible with the specifica-
tion {  so that a labeling function exists mapping each obser-
vation that appears in {  to a set of partitions. For example, 
each q Q!  for which ( , ]q 30 402 =  or ( , ]q 30 403 =  is labeled 
with the observation ( ).x x30 302 302 2  The resulting tran-
sition system has 3456QQ

L
= =,

,!
%  states. Building the 

transition system using the mixed-monotone properties of 
the dynamics takes 35 s on a Macbook Pro with a 2.3-GHz 
Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB of RAM. The average 
number of transitions from a given partition under a particu-
lar input is 73.9. Notice that {  includes specifications on the 
input, specifically, 1{  and 2{  impose conditions on the left 
and right signals. To accommodate specifications over ,U  
the transition system must be augmented to include the last 
applied input as a state variable; the details are omitted but 
are straightforward and the procedure may be found in [4]. 
The final transition system that models the behavior of the 
real system then has ,8 3456 27 648# =  states.

The LTL specification is transformed into a Rabin autom-
aton with 29 modes and one acceptance pair using the 
ltl2dstar tool [57]. Solving the resulting Rabin game takes 
43 min and results in a control strategy such that the specifi-
cation is satisfied from any initial condition. Figure 9 plots a 
resulting trace of the traffic network dynamics. To produce 

1

4

52

3

L C R

figure 8 An example network with three signalized intersections 
and five links, denoted with arrows and numbered as shown. Links 
1, 4, and 5 direct exogenous traffic onto the network, and at each 
time step, the exogenous arrivals are assumed to be within the 
disturbance set .D  If the queues on links 2 and 3 are long, they will 
block flow from links 1, 4, and 5. At each time step, the signal in the 
center actuates link 1 (green mode) or actuates links 4 and 5 
simultaneously (red mode). the left (respectively, right) signal 
actuates link 2 (respectively, link 3) if in green mode and none of 
the modeled links if in red mode. A control strategy is synthesized 
that satisfies the linear temporal logic formula in (15).
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the traces, a random disturbance input is synthesized satisfy-
ing (14) for which larger disturbances were favored.

Figure 9(a) shows a resulting trace using the synthesized, 
correct-by-design control strategy. The figure shows that 1{  
and 2{  are both satisfied since the left and right signals 
repeatedly switch to the red mode; the switching is done in 
such a way to ensure that 4{  is satisfied. To accommodate 

,3{  the signaling mode at the center intersection responds 
to the present conditions that depend on the particular real-
ization of the disturbance input.

In Figure 9(b), a naïve control strategy is used that satis-
fies 1{  and 2{  by using a cyclic control strategy with period 4. 
This strategy may be considered reasonable since it 
spends limited time in the red mode at the left and right 
signals, and evenly divides the time between green and red 
modes at the center signal. However, this fixed strategy is 
unable to react to the realized disturbance and does not sat-
isfy .3{  Furthermore, even if this naïve strategy happens to 
satisfy ,4{  it is difficult to verify this with certainty. The 
same initial condition and disturbance input is used in both 
cases in Figure 9.

In principle, the alternative abstraction method that relies 
on the piecewise-affine dynamics could be used. However, 
even with the relatively modest state-space dimension of 

,5L =  computing the finite-state abstraction would be cost 
prohibitive because it would require 27648U Q =  one-step 
reachable-set computations and as many as .9 6 10U Q 2 7#.  
polyhedral intersection operations to compute .d  In contrast, 
computing the finite-state abstraction using mixed monotonic-
ity as above takes under 1 min, negligible compared to the 
Rabin game synthesis computation, and the mixed-monoto-
nicity technique has been applied to traffic networks with as 
many as ten links [4]. Ongoing research for further scalability 
is discussed in the next section.

DISCuSSION
This article described a formal methods approach to control 
of traffic-flow networks. First, a dynamical model that cap-
tures important traffic-flow phenomena such as blocked flow 
due to congestion is considered. Several simplifying assump-
tions were made to arrive at this model; for example, a “sin-
gle commodity” perspective is adopted whereby all vehicles 
are assumed to behave similarly. In reality, multiple popula-
tions of drivers exist. For instance, truck and freight traffic 
occupy more physical space and thus links can accommodate 
fewer vehicles of this type. Accommodating such additions 
increases model complexity. Moreover, the aggregate model 
does not capture the interactions of individual vehicles or 
guarantee, for example, safety from collision, in contrast to 
[58] and [59]. Developing traffic-flow models that are simple 
enough for computation and analysis yet capture required 
physical considerations is an important research domain. 
Many existing approaches to traffic-flow control do not pro-
vide guarantees of performance and often rely on heuristics 
[60]. When theoretical guarantees are available, it is usually 

for simplified traffic models. For example, [41] and [61] pro-
vide an approach to traffic-signal control that achieves opti-
mal throughput but assumes link capacity is infinite.

Next, the article reviewed a general approach to formal syn-
thesis of finite-memory controllers for discrete-time dynamical 
systems that relies on a finite-state abstraction that overapproxi-
mates the underlying dynamics. Specifically, for each input, the 
abstraction enables at least the transitions that are possible in 
the real system. This approach ensures that a controller synthe-
sized for the abstraction guarantees that the real system satis-
fies the same specifications.

The general paradigm of abstracting physical control systems 
to finite-state transition systems for formal synthesis and veri-
fication is an important and active area of research. Numerous 
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figure 9 sample trajectories of the network in figure 8. (a) the 
applied control at each time step is determined by the correct-by-
design control strategy obtained using the formal abstraction and 
synthesis approach presented in this article. As suggested by the 
sample trajectory, the closed-loop behavior of the real system is 
guaranteed to satisfy the linear temporal logic (LtL) formula (15). 
(b) A sample trajectory when a fixed, cyclic control strategy is 
applied to the network. the initial condition and disturbance input 
are the same as in (a). the LtL formula (15) is not satisfied for this 
naïve controller since it cannot be guaranteed that the state of 
links 1, 2, and 3 remain below 30 vehicles.
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extensions and alternative approaches have been developed 
that accommodate a broad range of cases including continu-
ous-time dynamics, continuous inputs, overlapping/uncer-
tain state and input quantization, and probabilistic systems. 
Each of these cases poses unique challenges, and care must be 
taken to ensure that a controller synthesized from the abstrac-
tion can be effectively and efficiently applied to the real system.

An overarching concern is scalability; many abstraction 
and formal synthesis techniques do not apply to systems 
with more than two or three state dimensions due to the 
need to compute reachable sets. This article has shown that 
structural properties of the dynamics, such as mixed mono-
tonicity and piecewise linearity, ameliorate some of these 
issues. Mixed monotonicity is a particularly powerful struc-
tural property since the one-step reachable set is overap-
proximated by computing the decomposition function at 
only two points regardless of the state-space dimension. 
This approach has been applied to systems with up to ten 
state dimensions.

Nonetheless, reachable-set computation is only one of the 
difficulties in efficient finite-state abstraction; for example, the 
size of the state-space partition generally increases exponen-
tially with the state-space dimension. An important future 
direction of research is computing relatively small partitions 
that are still sufficient for formal synthesis. One approach is to 
compute the partitions online so that only a relevant subset of 
the state space is partitioned. Another approach is to method-
ically adjust the granularity of the partition; for example, in 
traffic-flow networks, it is plausible that regions of the state 
space corresponding to few vehicles in the network do not 
need to be finely partitioned. This idea appears to a degree in 
the case study, where the first interval of Q,  in (18) is the rela-
tively large interval [0, 15]. Other approaches include 
avoiding partitioning the state space altogether [62]–[65]. 
Furthermore, as seen in the case study, solving the Rabin 
game takes much longer than computing the abstraction. 
While Rabin automata can accommodate any LTL expression, 
“Linear Temporal Logic Specifications of System Behavior” 
observed that restricted classes of LTL enable more efficient 
synthesis algorithms. It is a future direction of research to ex-
plore classes of specifications that enable efficient synthesis 
for traffic networks and other physical control systems. For 
example, directed specifications appear to be particularly rele-
vant for monotone systems (however, these techniques do not 
yet extend to mixed-monotone systems) [66].

Another consideration for scalability is compositionality, 
in which a composite system is viewed as the interconnec-
tion of a collection of subsystems. A controller for the com-
posite system is then obtained by synthesizing controllers 
for each subsystem. Compositional synthesis has emerged 
as an important method for software verification and syn-
thesis [67], [68]. One successful approach is the assume-guar-
antee framework [69] whereby each subsystem assumes a 
certain behavior from neighboring systems and symmetri-
cally guarantees a prescribed behavior to its neighbors. 

These assumptions and guarantees reduce the synthesis 
task to decoupled subproblems of manageable complexity 
and yield local controllers rather than a single, centralized 
controller. Such an approach is well-suited for traffic net-
works that may be naturally divided into neighborhoods or 
towns interconnected via a few roads. This approach is cur-
rently being explored [70].

This article considers LTL as the specification language. 
LTL allows consideration of specific time horizons using 
repeated application of the “next” operator; however, this 
approach often results in large Rabin automata. Other tempo-
ral logics, such as signal temporal logic, allow direct inclu-
sion of time horizons, for example, by specifying that a certain 
observation occurs within a specified time horizon [71]. Addi-
tionally, it is possible to consider probabilisitic specifications 
and include optimality constraints when synthesizing a con-
troller [31], [32], [72]. Probabilistic guarantees are particularly 
appropriate for domains such as transportation management 
where correct control is desirable but not absolutely critical. 
For example, the specification may be “with 95% probability, 
the traffic link remains uncongested.”

A key thesis of this article is that, to obtain tractable and 
scalable formal methods for physical systems, the underlying 
structure of the systems must be identified and exploited. It is 
shown that traffic networks are a particularly rich example of 
physical systems with extensive structure induced by topol-
ogy, physics, and phenomenological properties. By articulat-
ing key structural properties inherent to traffic networks with 
system-theoretic notions, general theory and algorithms were 
developed that are more broadly applicable.

From a practical perspective, the confluence of three dis-
tinct trends makes the methodology proposed in this article 
attractive for implementation. First, as previously discussed, 
the rapidly expanding field of formal methods in controls 
provides ample new theoretical and algorithmic tools for 
approaching complex engineering challenges. Second, rapid 
expansion of dense urban areas has given rise to an unprec-
edented need for efficient traffic management with system-
atic guarantees of performance rather than ad hoc approaches. 
The third enabling trend is the ubiquity of inexpensive and 
distributed sensors within and around infrastructure sys-
tems. Indeed, much of the sensing and control infrastructure 
required to implement the feedback controllers suggested 
here already exists. For example, wireless sensors embedded 
in roads are able to estimate the length of queued vehicles at 
an intersection, and this information is often shared with 
nearby intersections or aggregated in real time at a central-
ized location.

Despite these encouraging developments, the implemen-
tation of new traffic-control technologies requires overcoming 
many obstacles. For example, existing legacy traffic-control 
systems often provide little flexibility for new control strate-
gies without expensive hardware upgrades. Furthermore, 
political barriers are often challenging because traffic manage-
ment responsibilities may be shared among various agencies. 
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For instance, a state or regional agency may be responsible 
for freeway ramp metering while a local agency is responsi-
ble for traffic signal control on the adjacent arterial roads, 
requiring coordinated efforts among agencies with poten-
tially conflicting interests. Nonetheless, it is becoming 
clear that there exists a need for smarter, better-engineered 
cities that take advantage of increasingly connected, soci-
etal-scale systems such as transportation infrastructure. As 
more resources are made available to improve the efficiency, 
resilience, and sustainability of cities, formal techniques for 
analysis and control will play a vital role.
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